Effects of data resolution and stream delineation threshold area on the results of a kinematic wave based GIUH model
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ABSTRACT

This research addresses the effect of using digital elevation models (DEMs) derived from different sources on the results of a kinematic wave based GIUH model. DEMs from different sources exhibit data-resolution effects on the important derived geomorphological properties of watersheds used in rainfall–runoff modelling. Using DEMs derived from topography maps (TOPO DEM) and the SRTM DEM, it was illustrated that different threshold areas for stream network extraction affect GIUH model performance. The results show that the SRTM DEM gives higher values for sub-basin and channel slope as well as number of streams, than the TOPO DEM, while mean length of overland and channel flow is greater for the latter source. The results also indicate that peak flow and slope of the hydrograph rising limb obtained from the SRTM DEM at different threshold areas (ranging from 0.25% to 3%) are greater than that for the TOPO DEM. Investigating the effects of stream network delineation threshold area on the simulated peak flow shows that the maximum and minimum differences (12% and 1%) occur at the threshold areas of 0.5% and 1%, respectively, while for threshold areas higher than 2% the difference in peak flow of the two sources is limited to 10%. Based on the results of this research, it is deduced that the effects of data resolution and stream network delineation threshold areas on the geomorphological parameter values and the performance of GIUH-based models are significant and should be considered when using SRTM DEMs in ungauged watersheds.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the most important steps in hydrological modelling is the extraction of the geomorphological parameters of watersheds. Nowadays, due to the use of digital elevation models (DEM), this extraction is simple. Currently, various sources are available to prepare DEMs for different applications, e.g., 1:25 000 and 1:50 000 topographic maps, 30 and 90 m SRTM DEMs, 30 m ASTER DEMs, and 1 km GTOPO30 DEMs. While the main source of DEMs is topographic maps based on ground surveys, these are not always at hand. Maathuis and Sijmons (2005) have indicated that the lack of adequacy, accuracy, and access to such sources is one of the most important problems faced by researchers, especially in developing countries. Over the past decades, satellite-based DEMs have found extensive use in hydrology and other earth sciences. These DEMs can be provided from different sources with a wide range of resolutions. With a DEM of appropriate resolution, watershed parameters can be computed with an acceptable accuracy.

Before the introduction of the SRTM DEMs, the only DEM sources covering the entire earth were the GTOPO30 and GLOBE (Hastings and Dunbar, 1998). Because of their low resolution (1 km x 1 km), they have not been extensively used in hydrological modelling (especially at small scales). Therefore, these have been replaced by DEMs from other sources. On the other hand, there are DEMs from sources such as LIDAR and SAR that enjoy an appropriate quality, but because of their high cost have limited application in rainfall–runoff modelling.

The introduction of SRTM DEMs, for all parts of the world, ended hydrologists’ long wait for DEMs with an acceptable accuracy and resolution (Ludwig et al., 2006). The SRTM DEMs resolution is 30 m for the USA and 90 m for other countries. Uniformity of data, free access, and ease of use are the main reasons for the extensive application of these types of DEMs in rainfall–runoff modelling (Jensen, 1991; Wise, 2000; Rabus et al., 2003). Various algorithms, including watershed delineation and artificial stream network extraction, have been developed to derive basic characteristics of watersheds from DEM (Mark, 1984; Band, 1986; Jensen and Dominiq, 1988; Li and Wong, 2010). Moreover, there are several studies which have shown the spatial accuracy of DEMs necessary for hydrological modelling (Gyasi et al., 1995; Baker et al., 2006). Tulu (2005), using the SWAT (Soil and Water Assessment Tool) software, showed the applicability of SRTM and ASTER DEMs in simulating daily discharges of the Malewa River basin, Kenya. He indicated that the average daily discharge, estimated with the help of information derived from SRTM DEMs, was lower than that derived based on ASTER DEMs. Hancock et al. (2005) used SRTM DEMs with a resolution of 10 and 90 m to extract the stream network and to simulate runoff in the Camp Creek watershed, Australia. The results indicated that both DEMs gave the same pattern for the stream network, but that the simulated runoff was different. Akbari et al. (2010) performed a comprehensive study in the Collang watershed, Malaysia, to compare the performance of SRTM DEMs and the DEMs derived from 1:25 000 topographic maps in extracting watershed characteristics. They found that for mountainous areas there are no significant differences among the watershed characteristics (area, perimeter, slope, etc.) extracted from the two DEMs. In this study, they indicated a high correlation between geomorphological parameters derived from the two DEMs in the mountainous area. Alarcon and O’Harra (2006) used 3 DEM sources.
A watershed of order et al., 2009), and Iran (Azizian and Shokoohi, 2014). 2005; Lee and Huang, 2013), Palestine (Shadeed et al., 2007), Taiwan (Yen and Lee, 1997; Lee and Chang, versions of the model in different climates and topographic conditions: e.g. United States (Yen and Lee, 1997; Lee and Huang, 2013), which is a conceptual rainfall–runoff model. This method, which is explained in the following section, uses the geomorphological instantaneous unit hydrograph to simulate floods. The motive for using this model for rainfall–runoff modelling in this study was the importance of geomorphologic parameters in the model structure, which enables a more reliable comparison between the effects of topographic maps (TOPO DEM) and SRTM DEMs on model performance.

METHODS

Structure of the KW-GIUH model and its parameters

Geomorphological parameters are time-invariant, which makes them appropriate for rainfall–runoff modelling in ungauged watersheds (Himanshu, 2013). The geomorphological instantaneous unit hydrograph (GIUH) was first introduced by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdez (1979). These researchers represented flood hydrographs in the form of a travel-time probability distribution and by considering the geomorphological structure of watersheds. In this approach, the excess rainfall travels through different paths overland and in streams of different orders towards the watershed outlet. The method used by Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdez (1979) is based on stream order; therefore, one can state that the reliable computation of raindrop travel-time in different phases of overland and stream flow plays an important role in the successive application of this method. Travel-time depends on flow velocity which varies both in space and time. Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdez (1979) used regression equations to estimate the travel-time that could differ from one catchment to another. Lee and Yen (1997), instead of using empirical equations to estimate the travel-time within the catchment, represented a new model known as KW-GIUH based on the kinematic wave equation. The method used by Lee and Yen considers travel-time as a probabilistic quantification, but uses hydraulic methods for its calculation. Some reports are available on successful application of this model and modified versions of the model in different climates and topographic conditions: e.g. United States (Yen and Lee, 1997; Lee and Huang, 2013), Taiwan (Yen and Lee, 1997; Lee and Chang, 2005; Lee and Huang, 2013), Palestine (Shadeed et al., 2007), Japan (Chiang et al., 2007), India (Kumar, 2008), Russia (Lee et al., 2009), and Iran (Azizian and Shokoohi, 2014).

Based on the Horton-Strahler ordering scheme, the flow in a watershed of order \( \Omega \) can be divided into different states such as overland and channel flow. In Fig. 1, \( x_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th order overland flow regions and \( x_i \) denotes the \( i \)-th order channels, where \( i=1, 2, \ldots , \Omega \). The instantaneous unit hydrograph \( u(t) \) of a watershed can be expressed as follows (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Valdes 1979):

\[
\sum_{w \in W} \left( f_{x_0i}(t) \ast f_{x_1i}(t) \ast f_{x_2i}(t) \ast \ldots \ast f_{x_{\Omega i}}(t) \right) \cdot P(w)
\]

where:

- \( f_{x_{i+1}j}(t) \) is the travel-time probability density function in state \( x_{i+1} \) with a mean value of \( T_{x_{i+1}} \)
- \( f_{x_i}(t) \) is the travel-time probability density function in state \( x_i \) with a mean value of \( T_{x_i} \)
- \( \ast \) denotes the convolution integral
- \( P(w) \) is the probability of a drop of effective rainfall adopting path \( w \)
- \( W \) is the space of flow paths given as \( W = (x_{i'}, x_i, x_{i''}, \ldots, x_{i,i'}) \) and the relationship between \( i \) and \( j \) means the subsequent state of the flow from an \( i \)-th order channel to a \( j \)-th order channel.

Figure 2 shows the runoff structure in which an \( i \)-th order sub-basin is conceptually simplified as a V-shaped plane.

Using kinematic-wave approximation, Lee and Yen (1997) derived travel-time equations for different orders of overland areas and streams. The runoff travel-time for a specified flow path can be estimated as follows (Lee and Yen, 1997):

\[
T_w = T_{x_{i+1}j} + \sum_{k=i+1}^{\Omega} \frac{b_k}{Z_k L_k} \left( \frac{h_{cok}^m}{c_0} + \frac{2 \alpha_n l_{x_{i+1}j} L_k^2}{x_{i+1}^2 B_k} \right)^{-1/m} - h_{cok}
\]

where:

- \( T_w \) is the runoff travel-time for a specified flow path \( w \)
- \( T_{x_{i+1}j} \) is the mean runoff travel-time on the \( i \)-th order overland planes
- \( T_{x_{i+1}j} \) is the mean runoff travel-time in the \( k \)-th order channels
- \( L_{x_{i+1}j} \) is the mean length of the \( i \)-th order overland flow
- \( L_k \) is the mean length of the \( k \)-th order channel
- \( i \) is the excess rainfall intensity
- \( S_{x_{i+1}j} \) is the mean slope of \( i \)-th order overland flow
- \( S_k \) is the mean slope of \( k \)-th order channel
- \( B_k \) is the width of the \( k \)-th order channel
- \( \Omega \) is the largest order of the watershed stream network
- \( \alpha_n \) and \( \alpha_i \) are the roughness coefficients for overland flow areas and channels, respectively
- \( h_{cok} \) is the inflow depth of the \( k \)-th order channel
After this step, a flow-direction grid is extracted for each cell in the DEM. This grid is one of the key functions required to extract the hydrological characteristics of watersheds, and is actually a basis for all steps in watershed modelling (Tarboton, 1991). By using the flow-direction grid, the flow-accumulation grid is derived. In a flow-accumulation grid, the value of each cell represents the total number of cells draining into that cell. In this study, the Dk algorithm (the flow-tracing algorithm in the Archydro extension) is used to extract the flow-direction and flow-accumulation grids for a DEM of 50 m resolution. In a flow-accumulation grid, cells with the highest accumulation number represent streams and cells with a value of zero match the watershed boundaries. To extract an artificial stream network from a flow-accumulation map, it is necessary to precisely determine a threshold area, as the percentage of cells which pour into the target cell. Choosing a low threshold area leads to a high number of streams (smaller sub-basins), while choosing a high threshold area yields a smaller number of streams (larger sub-basins). In this study, two DEMs of 50 m resolution are constructed from a topographic map and by resampling of the SRTM DEMs. Finally, threshold areas of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3% are used to extract the stream network and other geomorphological parameters.

Resampling is a process used to interpolate the new cell values of a raster during a resizing operation. There are many resampling methods available through a variety of platforms including GIS software. Each resampling method has strengths and weaknesses which should be considered carefully. Nearest neighbour (NN) resampling is a very commonly used method (Goldsmith, 2009), and was used in this paper to create a 50-m resolution DEM from the 90-m resolution SRTM DEMs.

**Study area**

The study area was the Kasilian watershed, a sub-basin of the Talar River watershed, in Mazandaran province in the north of Iran. This watershed, in the central Alborz mountain chain, is a mountainous area covered by forest. The Kasilian watershed, with an area of 67 km² and a perimeter of 3708 km, is drained by the Kasilian River, of 17 km length. The average slope of the watershed is 16.4%, and its elevation ranges between 1100 and 2650 m amsl. The location of Kasilian watershed and its DEM with 50 m resolution are shown in Fig. 3. The Valikbon hydrometric station, at X = 53° 06’ and Y = 36° 01’, is located at the watershed outlet and has been operated by Mazandaran Regional Water Board since 1975.

The value of $h_{co_k}$ is equal to zero for $k=1$ because no flow enters the channel from upstream. For $1<k<n$, $h_{co_k}$ can be expressed as follows (Lee and Yen, 1997):

$$h_{co_k} = \left(\sum_{i=1}^{n_c} \left(\frac{b_k \Delta x \Delta y}{A_{co_k}}\right)^{0.5} \right)^{0.5}$$

where:

- $N_c$ is the number of $k$th order channels
- $\Omega$ is the mean area of the $k$th order sub-basins
- $b_k$ is the $k$th order channel width
- $A_{co_k}$ is the mean drainage area of order $k$
- $\Omega_k$ is the mean area of the $k$th order sub-basins

As shown in Eq. (2), a number of geomorphological parameters are required to estimate the runoff travel-time on overland areas and in channels. While these parameters can be obtained from a map, the channel width and roughness coefficient can only be defined by field investigation. To reduce the amount of field work required, the following relationship between channel width and watershed could be used (Lee and Yen, 1997; Lee et al., 2009):

$$B_k = B_{\Delta x} \left(\frac{A_k}{A}\right)^{0.5}$$

where:

- $B_k$ is the $k$th order channel width
- $B_{\Delta x}$ is the channel width at the watershed outlet
- $A_k$ is the mean area of the $k$th order sub-basins
- $A$ is the total catchment area

Thus, the channel width at the watershed outlet is the only geometric feature required to be measured in the field. The roughness coefficient for overland and channel flow estimation could be obtained from field observation or by satellite image classification (Shuyou et al., 2010).

**Pre-processing of DEMs and extraction of the stream network**

DEM should be free of sinks before extracting the stream network and other required parameters for hydrological modelling, in order to increase the accuracy of the DEM and guarantee model performance. A sink, a set of cells with the same height, creates holes in DEMs and breaks cell connectivity, and thus can introduce errors in flow tracing. In most cases, sinks appear in narrow valleys which have a width that is smaller than the DEM cell size. Moreover, because of interpolation errors, sinks may appear in low-slope areas. Archydro extension embedded in ArcView GIS is a common tool for the elimination of sinks. After this step, a flow-direction grid is constructed from a flow-accumulation grid, the value of each cell represents the total number of cells draining into that cell. To extract the flow-direction and flow-accumulation grids for a DEM of 50 m resolution, the Dk algorithm (the flow-tracing algorithm in the Archydro extension) is used to extract an artificial stream network from a flow-accumulation map, it is necessary to precisely determine a threshold area, as the percentage of cells which pour into the target cell. Choosing a low threshold area leads to a high number of streams (smaller sub-basins), while choosing a high threshold area yields a smaller number of streams (larger sub-basins). In this study, two DEMs of 50 m resolution are constructed from a topographic map and by resampling of the SRTM DEMs. Finally, threshold areas of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3% are used to extract the stream network and other geomorphological parameters.

Resampling is a process used to interpolate the new cell values of a raster during a resizing operation. There are many resampling methods available through a variety of platforms including GIS software. Each resampling method has strengths and weaknesses which should be considered carefully. Nearest neighbour (NN) resampling is a very commonly used method (Goldsmith, 2009), and was used in this paper to create a 50-m resolution DEM from the 90-m resolution SRTM DEMs.

The study area was the Kasilian watershed, a sub-basin of the Talar River watershed, in Mazandaran province in the north of Iran. This watershed, in the central Alborz mountain chain, is a mountainous area covered by forest. The Kasilian watershed, with an area of 67 km² and a perimeter of 3708 km, is drained by the Kasilian River, of 17 km length. The average slope of the watershed is 16.4%, and its elevation ranges between 1100 and 2650 m amsl. The location of Kasilian watershed and its DEM with 50 m resolution are shown in Fig. 3. The Valikbon hydrometric station, at X = 53° 06’ and Y = 36° 01’, is located at the watershed outlet and has been operated by Mazandaran Regional Water Board since 1975.
Data used for calibration and verification of the model

To evaluate KW-GIUH performance in the Kasilian watershed the recorded hydrographs at the Valikbon hydrometric station were used. For this gauge station there are only four reliable recorded hydrographs: two (1991/03/28 and 1987/10/09) were used for model calibration and the two others (2005/11/09 and 1993/09/03) were used for model verification.

The major land-use types in the watershed were determined by field investigation. There are different methods for determining the roughness coefficient for overland and channel flow routing, among which the use of tabular data, introduced in literature by, e.g., Chaw (1959) and Yilmaz and Usul (2002). For this study the values suggested by Yilmaz and Usul (2002) (Table 1) were used. Manning coefficients for the channel and overland regions were estimated as 0.3 and 0.6, respectively.

The only important parameter in this model that requires calibration is the infiltration rate. In this model the index is used for net rainfall computation. The value of this parameter could be estimated by trial and error or by using recorded data.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Geomorphological parameters required for the model

The geomorphological parameters of the study area are presented in Table 2.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Land-use type</th>
<th>Manning’s n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Forest</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water bodies</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shrubbery</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pasture and meadow</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Farmlands</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unused areas</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this study, to extract the watershed’s geomorphological parameters, the threshold areas of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3% were applied to the two types of DEM: namely, TOPO DEMs and SRTM DEMs. For all thresholds the trend of variations between the two DEM sources is almost identical except for the 1% threshold. In this section, the obtained results for the maximum and minimum thresholds (3% and 0.25%) are presented, and for the 1% threshold a comprehensive discussion can be found in the next sections. Only the geomorphological parameters derived at the threshold areas of 0.25 and 3% (for both DEM sources) are shown in Figs. 4–9. These figures show the variations in the effective parameters in the KW-GIUH model, in which Ni-Order and Area-Order represent the number of streams and mean area of i-th order sub-basins, respectively. Moreover, Sc-Order and the So-Order represent the mean slope of the i-th order channel and i-th order sub-basins, respectively. Also, Lc-Order and Lo-Order represent the mean length of the i-th order channel and i-th order overland flow, respectively. With respect to the number of streams, results indicate that at the threshold area of 3% there is no difference in the parameters derived from different DEM sources, while for lower threshold areas there is a significant difference, especially for streams of order 1 and 2 (Figs. 4 and 5). For example, at the threshold area of 0.25%, the difference for streams of order 1 and 2 is equal to 12.1% and 13.6%, respectively. This difference is important from the perspective of watershed flood generation potential. Studying the mean slope of the i-th order channel and i-th order sub-basins indicates that the values obtained from the SRTM DEMs are always higher than those obtained from the TOPO DEMs (Figs. 6 and 7). The slope of both overland and channel affects the travel-time of raindrops and flood wave...
velocity moving towards the basin outlet. Therefore, it can be expected that, due to the greater slope of the SRTM DEMs, the peak flow and slope of the hydrograph rising limb obtained from model application will be greater than that obtained for TOPO DEMs. This subject is discussed in more detail in the following sections. Furthermore, at almost all threshold areas the mean length of both i-th order channel and i-th order overland flow obtained from the TOPO DEM is higher than that from the SRTM DEMs (Figs. 8 and 9). This fact could increase the derived travel-time for channel and overland flow when using the TOPO DEM.

Model calibration and verification

One of the most valuable aspects of the KW-GIUH model, similarly to other geomorphological models, is that almost all of its parameters can be obtained from geomorphological properties of watersheds, and that model calibration requires only a
few easy-to-find parameters. The only parameter in this model that requires calibration is the infiltration rate, i.e., the $\Phi$ index. The recorded hydrographs at the Valikbon hydrometric station were employed to determine this parameter. A trial-and-error process was used to calibrate the $\Phi$ index; i.e., the calibration process was continued until the simulated hydrograph became approximately equal to the observed hydrographs. Figures 10–13 illustrate the results of calibration and verification. The model efficiency based on the Nash-Sutcliffe method is also presented in Table 3.

As the table and figures show, both in the calibration and verification phases, the model results conform with the observed data and indicate the acceptable performance of the KW-GIUH in simulating rainfall–runoff in the Kasilian watershed.

### The effect of threshold area on model performance

In this study, to extract the stream network and other geomorphological parameters from the two DEM sources, while keeping DEM resolution constant, threshold areas of 0.25, 0.5, 1, 2, and 3% were used. Results indicate that the simulated peak flow is adversely affected by changing the threshold area; i.e., the peak flow increases when decreasing the threshold area and decreases when threshold area increases. Additionally, with low threshold area, both the base time and the time to the peak of the hydrograph decrease. One of the most important issues for a flood warning system is the time to peak flow, which, according to the results of this study, can be influenced by the selection of a particular threshold area.

Changing the threshold area, the model displays different sensitivities to peak flow, time to peak and hydrograph base time. Maximum sensitivity is to peak flow, and then base time, while time to peak has the least influence on model performance. The simulated peak flow at the threshold area of 0.25% shows a 67% difference with the simulated peak flow at the threshold area of 3%. Also, the base time and the time to peak flow at the threshold area of 3% are 17 h and 1 h greater than that for 0.25%, respectively. Figure 14 shows the effect of different threshold areas on the shape and peak flow value of the simulated hydrograph.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE 3</th>
<th>The results of calibration and verification phases of storm events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency</td>
<td>Phase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991/03/28</td>
<td>Calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1987/10/09</td>
<td>Calibration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005/11/09</td>
<td>Verification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993/09/03</td>
<td>Verification</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The slope of the hydrograph’s rising limb is sensitive to the decrease/increase of threshold areas. As seen in Fig. 14, the rising limb’s slope at the threshold area of 0.25% is 1.6 times greater than that of the rising limb at the threshold area of 3%. Actually, by increasing the stream formation threshold area, the number of extracted stream will decrease. For example in the studied watershed, the number of streams of order 1 at the threshold area of 0.25% is 91, while at the threshold area of 3% this is 11. From a hydraulic perspective, increasing the threshold area could increase the contribution of overland area (where resistance to flow is higher) to the total flow. Henceforth, regarding the governing equations in uniform flow such as the Manning equation, flow in sub-basins with low drainage density could be reduced, which will eventually decrease the simulated hydrograph’s peak flow, and, based on the principle of mass balance, will increase the hydrograph base time. This phenomenon could reduce the time to peak and increase the slope of the hydrograph’s rising limb.

Effect of DEM source on performance of KW-GIUH

As mentioned above, two different DEM sources (topographic and SRTM) were applied to extract the watershed’s geomorphological properties to define the required parameters of the KW-GIUH model. The results indicate that using different DEM sources has a significant effect on the simulated peak flow and also on the shape of the hydrograph. The effect of different sources on the simulated hydrograph at different threshold areas has been shown in Figs. 15 to 17. As can be seen, the simulated hydrographs based on the SRTM DEM have a higher peak flow than those obtained from the topographic maps.

As mentioned in the ‘methods’ section, the mean length of overland flow derived for SRTM DEMs is less than that for TOPO DEMs. Reducing this parameter can decrease the travel-time for the overland flow to reach the channels. This then increases the velocity of excess rainfall towards the watershed outlet, which in turn decreases the hydrograph base time. Therefore, these two factors can be considered as the main reasons for the increase in the peak flow and slope of the hydrograph’s rising limb for the SRTM DEM. The relationship between the mean lengths of overland flow for the two DEM sources is shown in Fig. 18. According to this figure, the mean length of the overland flow for the SRTM DEM, in most cases, is lower than the corresponding value for the TOPO DEM.

As illustrated in Fig. 19, the average slope of the sub-basins derived from the SRTM DEM is greater than the corresponding values estimated from the TOPO DEM. Considering this and the results for the length of overland flow, it can be deduced that the peak flow and also the slope of the hydrograph rising limb for the SRTM DEM will be greater than that for the TOPO DEM.
A notable result of the present study is the similarity of the hydrographs obtained from both sources at the threshold area of 1%. In other words, at this threshold area, DEM sources (data resolution) have no significant effects on the shape and peak flow of the hydrograph. This can be attributed to the similarity of important derived geomorphological parameters, such as sub-basin and channel slopes, for both DEM sources. While Fig. 19 shows that for threshold areas other than 1% there is a big difference in the slope of the sub-basins derived from the two different sources. Figure 20 also shows that they are approximately equal for the 1% threshold area. On this basis, it can be concluded that the effect of overland slope on flow routing is superior to the other parameters such as channel slope, channel length, and channel width.

Figure 21 illustrates the effect of different threshold areas on the percentage peak flow difference. As observed, the highest and lowest difference occurs at the threshold areas of 0.5% and 1%, respectively. Furthermore, for threshold areas higher than 2% the peak flow difference between the two sources is limited to 10%.

CONCLUSION

This study intended to address two important issues in rainfall–runoff modelling. The first is the effects of data resolution on the simulated results of a rainfall–runoff model. The second is the applicability, adequacy and reliability of SRTM DEMs, which, due to their ease of access and being free of charge, have achieved a special place in rainfall–runoff modelling. The effects of the SRTM DEM on the derived geomorphological parameters and model performance were therefore compared with those obtained using the DEM interpolated from a 1:25000 topographic map. The GIUH (geomorphologic instantaneous unit hydrograph) models, which are employed extensively for rainfall–runoff modelling in ungauged watersheds, are based on geomorphological parameters. Given the aims of this study, and the considerable dependence of GIUH models on the geomorphological parameters of a watershed, a kinematic wave based GIUH, called KW-GIUH (Lee and Yen, 1997), was employed for this research.

Model performance, effects of different threshold areas for stream delineation (ranging from 0.25 to 3%) and the effects
of different DEM sources on geomorphological parameters (such as overland and channel slope, overland and channel length, number of streams of different orders) were examined in a case study watershed in the north of Iran.

In comparison with other conceptual rainfall–runoff models, the calibration of KW-GIUH is very simple and is limited to the calibration of an infiltration index. The results of the calibration and verification phases show reasonable ability of the model to estimate the peak flow and the shape of the hydrograph. The average efficiency of the model based on the Nash-Sutcliff index, for the calibration and verification phases was about 89.5% and 84.5%, respectively. Analysing the derived geomorphological parameters from both DEM sources indicates that overland and channel slope in SRTM DEM are always higher than that derived from the TOPO DEM. Adversely, for almost all threshold areas, the mean length of the channels and overland flow derived from the TOPO DEM was higher than that derived from the SRTM DEM.

For both sources, by decreasing the stream delineation threshold area from 3 to 0.25%, the hydrograph peak flow increased and the base time decreased. This outcome could be due to the increase in the number of first-order streams and the decrease in the overland flow length and then travel-time in low-threshold areas. This could be important for flood warning systems, where the increase in the number of streams equals a faster movement of the flood and thus a reduced flood-warning lead time. By changing the threshold area, the model showed maximum sensitivity firstly to peak flow, then to base time and finally to time-to-peak flow. According to the achieved results, the simulated peak flow at the threshold area of 0.25% is 67% greater than that for 3%. Also, base time and time-to-peak at a threshold area of 3% are, respectively, 17 h and 1 h greater than that for 0.25%. Studying the effect of different DEM sources on the simulated peak flow shows that the results for the SRTM DEM are greater than the corresponding values for the TOPO DEM. The maximum and minimum differences are at the threshold areas of 0.5% and 1%, respectively, while for threshold areas greater than 2% the difference in peak flow between the two sources is limited to 10%.

Based on the results of this research, it can be deduced that in ungauged watersheds, and where there is a lack of appropriate topographic maps, the SRTM DEMs could be useful for rainfall–runoff modelling and extracting the watershed geomorphologic characteristics. Combining the advantages of SRTM DEMs and the ability of the KW-GIUH model could be a useful tool for engineers in estimating the flood hydrograph in ungauged watersheds.
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